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Measurements

Fibers and powder coatings

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
2-seater: A great stand-alone piece, the 2-seater features a base of solid premium teak and is available in two colors. 
Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

SEALINE
2-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105012 | Weight Rope: 44,4 kg/98 lbs, Fiber: 39,5 kg/88 lbs | Volume 1,6 m³/57 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 8,8 m/9.6 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Features

Dry+ cushion

EcoCycle Fiber

Please see fabric options fact sheet

56105012000

Dry+ cushion set: 95105212 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 189  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾"  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8¾"  

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"  D 17"  H 8¾"  
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
3-seater: A great stand-alone piece, the 3-seater features a base of solid premium teak and is available in two colors. Use 
additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

SEALINE
3-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105015 | Weight Rope: 55,6 kg/123 lbs, Fiber: 49 kg/108 lbs | Volume 2,3 m³/81 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 12 m/13.1 yd (plain fabric only) 

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

07/21

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105215 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2 × 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 277  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾"  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8¾"  

Back cushion:
B 97  T43  H 22 cm
W 38"   D 17"  H 8 ¾"  

Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"

56105015000
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Left module XL: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the left module XL is available in two 
colors. Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on the opposite 
sides. 

SEALINE
Left module XL

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105006 | Weight Rope: 50 kg/110 lbs, Fiber: 45 kg/99 lbs | Volume 2,27 m³/80 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 11 m/12 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105204 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 277  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾"  H 7“

Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8 ¾“  

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"  D 17"  H 8¾"  
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"

56105006000
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Left module XL: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the left module XL is available in two 
colors. Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on 
the opposite sides. 

SEALINE
Right module XL

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105004 | Weight Rope: 50 kg/110 lbs, Fiber: 45 kg/99 lbs | Volume 2,27 m³/80 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 11 m/12 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105204 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 277  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾“"  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31 ½"  D 17"  H 8¾"  

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"  D 17"  H 8¾"  
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"

56105004000
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Extended daybed right: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the extended daybed right is 
available in two colors. Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on 
the opposite sides. 

SEALINE
Extended daybed left

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105017 | Weight Rope: 45,2 kg/100 lbs, Fiber: 41 kg/90 lbs | Volume 2,27 m³/80 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,8 m/10.7 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

154
silver beige

304
lipari

56105017000

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105217 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 277  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾“   H 7“ 
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½“   D 17“   H 8¾“    

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾“   D 17“   H 8¾“    
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½“   D 17¾“   H 9¾“ 
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Measurements

SEALINE
Extended daybed right

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105018 | Weight Rope: 45,2 kg/100 lbs, Fiber: 41 kg/90 lbs | Volume 2,27 m³/80 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,8 m/10.7 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Extended daybed right: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the extended daybed right is 
available in two colors. Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on 
the opposite sides. 

154
silver beige

304
lipari

56105018000

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105217 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 277  T 91  H 18 cm
W 74¾"  D 35¾“  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8¾"   

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"   D 17"   H 8¾"    
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"   D 17¾"   H 9¾" 
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Left module: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the left module is available in four colors. 
Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on 
the opposite sides. 

SEALINE
Left module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105005 | Weight Rope: 40,2 kg/89 lbs, Fiber: 36 kg/80 lbs | Volume 1,56 m³/55 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7,8 m/8.5 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsFibers and powder coatings

56105005000

154
silver beige

304
lipari

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105203 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 189  T 91  H 18 cm
 W 74¾"  D 35¾"  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8 ¾"   

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"  D 17"  H 8¾"   
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace 
of an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. SEALINE features a handcrafted teak frame, plush 
cushions and a backrest made of extra-wide DEDON fiber.

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Right module: Great as a stand-alone piece or as part of a modular configuration, the right module is available in four 
colors. Use additional back cushions for even greater comfort.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Finishing: The frame is electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber and rope.
Frame maintenance: To clean the fiber, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. 
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: The backrests of the left and right modules and left and right modules XL can be flipped and used on 
the opposite sides. 

SEALINE
Right module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105003 | Weight Rope: 40,2 kg/89 lbs, Fiber: 36 kg/80 lbs | Volume 1,56 m³/55 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7,8 m/8.5 yd (plain fabric only)

07/21

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsFibers and powder coatings

56105003000

154
silver beige

304
lipari

Features

Dry+ cushion EcoCycle Fiber

Connector

FeaturesFibers and powder coatings

211
titan

154
silver beige

Additional items

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Dry+ cushion set: 95105203 + fabric code

Dry+ additional back cushion: 2× 95105297 + fabric code

CushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushionsCushions Cushions

317
black pepper

304
lipari

+

+

Seat cushion:
B 189  T 91  H 18 cm
 W 74¾"  D 35¾"  H 7"
Side cushion:
B 80 T 43  H 22 cm
W 31½"  D 17"  H 8¾"   

Back cushion:
B 97  T 43  H 22 cm
W 137¾"  D 17"  H 8¾"   
Additional back cushion:
B 80  T 45  H 25cm
W 31½"  D 17¾"  H 9¾"
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318
white marmi

Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace of 
an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. 

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Coffee table: Durable and stunning, the 65 x 162 cm / 63¾“ × 25½“ coffee table features a premium teak frame. The 
tabletop comes in a choice of two colors and is finished with a printed marble pattern on top.
Frame: The frame and base consist of premium teak.
Finishing: The tabletop is made of mineral composite, printed with a printed marble pattern on top.
Frame maintenance: Clean the tabletop with a soft cloth and warm water.
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 

SEALINE
Coffee table 162 × 65 cm / 63¾" × 25½"

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105037 | Weight 36,5 kg/80 lbs | Volume 0,28 m³/10 cu ft

07/21

319
gray stone

Tabletops Additional items

Cover

56105037000
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318
white marmi

Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace of 
an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. 

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Coffee table: Durable and stunning, the 90 x 90 cm / 35½“ × 35½“ coffee table features a premium teak frame. The 
tabletop comes in a choice of two colors and is finished with a printed marble pattern on top.
Frame: The frame and base consist of premium teak.
Finishing: The tabletop is made of mineral composite, printed with a printed marble pattern on top.
Frame maintenance: Clean the tabletop with a soft cloth and warm water.
Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying 
DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 

SEALINE
Coffee table 90 × 90 cm / 35½" × 35½"

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105033 | Weight 24 kg/53 lbs | Volume 0,21 m³/7 cu ft

07/21

319
gray stone

cm
inch

9090

Tabletops Additional items

Cover

56105033000
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Measurements

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace of 
an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords. 

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Coffee table teak: One of the collection‘s signature pieces, the teak coffee table is made with solid premium teak 
featuring stainless steel feet and DEDON logo. 
Frame: The coffee table consists of premium teak.
Frame maintenance: Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we 
recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 

SEALINE
Coffee table teak

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105035205 | Weight 32,5 kg/72 lbs | Volume 0,35 m³/12 cu ft

07/21

205
teak

Material Additional items

Cover

56105035000
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Measurements

Additional items

Collection: SEALINE by Jean-Marie Massaud is a luxurious lounge collection with an easy-chic spirit. Designed to be 
elegant, comfortable and appropriate in any season or latitude, this compact system is equally at home on the terrace of 
an African lodge or the deck of a yacht in the Scandinavian fjords.  

Characteristics: Timeless. Refined. Versatile.
Bench teak: Constructed from premium teak, this bench fits perfectly with other pieces from the collection but also 
stands on its own. 
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum. The base consists of naturalfinish teak.
Frame maintenance: Wash teak using DEDON teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we 
recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least once in every six months. 

SEALINE
Bench teak

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 105011205 | Weight 10 kg/22 lbs | Volume 0,1 m³/4 cu ft

07/21

Material

Cover205
teak

56105011000




